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Opening speechs
Abel MUNIATEGI ELORZA; Sabin INTXAURRAGA MENDIBIL. (Orig. eu). In: Eleria. 7, 7-11.
I. Historical perspective
Column by Jon ARRIETA ALBERDI. BENJAMIN GONZALEZ ALONSO, “Law, King and Jurisprudence in the Ancien Régime”; GREGORIO
MONREAL ZIA, “Historical evolution of the Administration of Justice in the Basque territories” (Orig. eu). In: Eleria. 7, 13-14.
Interview: Gregorio MONREAL ZIA. (Orig. eu). In: Eleria. 7, 15-20.
II. Theoretical-sociological perspective
Column by Joxerramon BENGOETXEA CABALLERO; MICHELE TARUFFO, “The Relationship between Jurisdiction and the
Administration of Justice in an autonomous country”; JACQUES COMMAILLE, “The lands of Justice. A sociological perspective”;
RAFAEL JIMÉNEZ ASENSIO, “Constitutional analysis and possible decentralising of the Administration of Justice”. (Orig. eu). In:
Eleria. 7, 21-23.
Interviews: Michele TARUFFO; Jacques COMMAILLE; Rafael JIMÉNEZ ASENSIO; Emilio OLABARRÍA MUÑOZ. (Orig. eu). In:
Eleria. 7, 24-35.
III. Comparative elements
Columns by Iñaki ESPARZA LEIBAR; Patxi ETXEBERRIA GURIDI; Jesús Mª IZAGUIRRE GUERRICAGOITIA; Alberto SAIZ
GARITAONANDIA. NEIL MCCORMICK, “Scotland”; HANS-ERNST BÖTTCHER, “Germany”; PASCAL MAHON, “Switzerland”; ANDRÉE
LAJOIE, “Quebec in Canada”; Gerald Rosenberg, “USA”. (Orig. eu). In: Eleria. 7, 37-38.
Interviews: Neil MacCORMICK; Pascal MAHON; Andrée LAJOIE; Gerald ROSENBERG. (Orig. eu). In: Eleria. 7, 39-56.
IV. Justice and Languages
Column by Itziar ALKORTA IDIAKEZ. IÑAKI AGIRREAZKUENAGA ZIGORRAGA, “Conclusive balance: the Administration of Justice in a
multilingual State”. (Orig. eu). In: Eleria. 7, 57-58.
Interview: Iñaki AGIRREAZKUENAGA ZIGORRAGA. (Orig. eu). In: Eleria. 7, 59-60.
Rapporteurs of the Congress
Columns
Silguero Estagnán, Joaquín (Prozedura Zuzenbideko irakaslea. Euskal Herriko Unibertsitatea. Manuel de Lardizabal, 4. 20018
Donostia): Interes notarialeko alderdiak Zibil Prozedurako Lege berrian (Problems of interest for notaries in the new civil
procedural law) (Orig. eu). In: Eleria. 7, 65-70.
The entry into force of the new civil procedural law represents an attempt to achieve the efficiency of the civil judicial tutelage,
which allows for its study from very diverse perspectives. As refers to Notaries, aspects such as the full proving value of public
documents, the collection of fees or civil responsibility for the lack of payment thereof, all have a certain interest in their activities
within the development of legal traffic. The content of the present work is on such notarial problems, and it extracts the
consequences that may be derived from the new procedural regulation.
Sagasti Aurrekoetxea, Josu J. (Merkataritza Zuzenbidean doktorea. Euskal Herriko Unibertsitatea. Agirre lehendakariaren
etorbidea, 83. 48015 Bilbo): Euskal Herriko Kooperatiben Lege berria (The new Law on Co-operatives in the Basque Country).
(Orig. eu). In: Eleria. 7, 71-77.
By means of Law 1/2000, dated 29th June, the Basque Autonomous Community has partially reformed Law 4/1993 on Co-
operatives in the Basque Country. This is, among other reasons, to accommodate autonomous regulation to what had already
been established in the current Spanish law 27/1999, dated 16th July, on Co-operatives. This was also done in order to regulate
the concepts related to the suspension and extinction of the contract between working associates that is anticipated in the new
labour norms (for technical, economic, organisational, production or force majeure causes). The most substantial changes have
been taken place so far reference to the minimum social capital, the links of the associates to the Co-operative, the “subordinate
financial contributions” and “ special participations” and to the new concept of co-operative corporate group.
News. News items. Bibliography. (Orig. eu). In: Eleria. 7, 79-84.
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